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Al-Aqsa Flood and a special issue of the Da’wa magazine

The second trial issue of the Da’wa Magazine has been published amid the developments of Operation Al-Aqsa

Flood launched by the Martyr Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades along with other Palestinian resistance factions on 7

October 2023, the event that strongly shook the Zionist entity and mobilized its supporters, the event that strongly

shook the Zionist entity and mobilized its supporters, who have waged a genocide war against civilians in Gaza that

has captured the attention of Muslims across the world.

The idea of issuance of a special issue on Operation Al-Aqsa Flood came in response to the situation created by the

battle, in fulfillment of the public’s right to knowledge, and based on the duty of media support for our brothers in

Palestine, via deep and attractive content, covering several aspects of the issue, including definition and discussion,

by authors, experts, and academics, in politics, strategy, civil-military relations, history, and media, who have

exclusively contributed to the Da’wa Magazine, in addition to quotations from the production of think tanks and

research centers that closely follow up the “Israeli” and Palestinian affairs, to inform the reader, as much as

possible, about the aspects of the Palestinian scene.

The Muslim Brotherhood’s strong bond to the Palestinian cause is an extended historical one. Hopes for the

liberation of the Al-Aqsa Mosque and Palestine have once again returned to the forefront of the discussions of the

MB and the nation’s scholars and thinkers, for the Palestinian cause to restore its momentum and prominence in

discussion. Operation Al-Aqsa Flood and its repercussions have brought about a tremendous shift in world public

opinion, which prompts the Muslim nation, with all its official and popular forces and organizations, to invest this

-shift in favor of the cause, where the discussions of this issue are part of the positive situation accompanying the Al

Aqsa Flood.
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To view the Da’wa Magazine’s pilot issue, press (here)To view the second trial issue, press (here)To add your 

comments, you can directly email the Ikhwan Site via: nfo@ikhwan.siteOr via WhatsApp, through the MB Media 

 Center’s mobile: (+905316632040)
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